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I. INTRODUCTION
A CCURATE measurements and adequate analysis of network characteristics are essential for robust network performance and management. Such real-data analysis plays a key role in network design and in the control of its dynamic behavior. One of the most important network performance quantities is delay as it strongly influences the configuration and performance of network protocols such as routing and flow control and network services such as voice and video over the Internet Protocol (IP). Delay measurements are common in such environments and many others. Furthermore, continuous monitoring of delay is essential in many applications in order to check compliance with critical delay constraints.
In many cases, the path from a source to a destination may differ from the path from the destination back to the source. Even when the two paths are symmetric, they may have different performance characteristics due to asymmetric loads or different quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning [1] , [2] . Moreover, performance of many applications depends mostly on the delays in one direction [3] . For example, streaming applications performance depends more on the characteristics of the path from the source to the destination. A typical client server transaction depends more on the quality of the path from the server to the client. Finally, for voice and video conferencing each unidirectional path is responsible for timely delivery. Consequently, the capability to measure or estimate one-way delays is very important.
The main obstacle in measuring one-way delays is that clocks in a network are not synchronized. Taking one-way measurements is quite simple. A node can send a probe packet with a time stamp on it to its neighbor. When the neighbor receives the packet, it marks its own time stamp over it. The difference between these two time stamps is a one-way measurement. Clearly, this one-way measurement equals the corresponding one-way delay only if the clocks of the two nodes are synchronized. Otherwise, the one-way measurement includes the corresponding one-way delay and the clock offset (that is unknown) between the nodes.
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) provide accurate time synchronization between network nodes; unfortunately, GPS are scarce in computer networks. Moreover, an embedded GPS requires continuous reception of multiple satellites which is hard to accomplish indoors or at secured data centers. Network Time Protocol (NTP) is the current standard for synchronizing clocks, with respect to Universal Time-Coordinated (UTC), in the Internet [4] , [5] . NTP measures round-trip delays and uses a halving procedure to estimate the clock offsets. A recent offset synchronization method was suggested in [6] for a Pentium-based systems as an alternative to GPS synchronization. However, this method calls for a GPS level synchronized NTP server in the (delay-wise) proximity of the measurement endpoints, a requirement that is not practical many times for remote endpoints, branches, and homes and cannot be implemented in non-PC-based systems. A novel synchronization protocol based on NTP messages that provides better accuracy by optimizing a global cost function is described in [7] . However, all these clock synchronization procedures are working accurately only when the delay is symmetric. Another approach for synchronizing clocks in sensor networks based on the availability of broadcast and low propagation delay among neighboring sensors appears in [8] .
Unlike one-way delay, round-trip delay measurements are simple to conduct and they are accurate since the same clock is used while transmitting the packet and upon its return; a common approach used for estimating one-way delay is to measure round-trip delays and halve them. This requires not only that the route between source and destination be the same, but that traffic loads and QoS configurations in both directions also be the same. However, as noted above, often this is not the case. In this paper, we present a novel approach for the estimation of one-way delays from one-way measurements that do not require clock synchronization among the nodes of the network. The approach is based on taking one-way measurements between neighboring nodes and pose these measurements as constraints to well-defined optimization problems.
To motivate the approach and illustrate its basic ideas, let us consider the simple three-node network depicted in Fig. 1 . Assume that we have the following one-way measurements between nodes , , and (note that due to the offsets of clocks between the nodes, these measurements can have positive or negative values):
Let us first concentrate on one-way measurements between node and node . The sum is actually the round-trip delay between these two nodes, since it is easy to see that the offsets between the nodes are canceled in this sum. Given that the round-trip delay between the two nodes is , what would be the "best" estimate for the one-way delays between them? Since the meaning of "best" has not been defined yet (it will be defined later in the paper), the formal answer is unclear. However, the intuitive answer (that fits many criteria of "best") would be in each direction, namely, using the halving procedure that is commonly used when no additional information is available [9] , [10] .
Using the same arguments for nodes and would lead also to an estimate of one-way delay in each direction of . Similarly, for nodes and would lead to an estimate of one-way delay in each direction of .
Based on the one-way measurements that are available, are the estimates obtained above feasible at all? Surprisingly, the answer is no. To see this, let us look at the sum This sum contains no offsets and it represents the sum of the actual one-way delays from to , from to , and from to (clock offsets are canceled when summing the delays along a cyclic path). This implies that none of these one-way delays can be larger than . In particular, the one-way delays from to as well as from to and from to cannot be larger than and thus cannot be . Furthermore, the one-way delays from to , from to , and from to , must be at least (since the round-trip delay between each pair is ) and therefore cannot be as well. We return to this example in Section VI-C.
This simple example shows that the one-way measurements impose constraints on the feasible values of the one-way delays. Our goal in this paper is to derive the "best" estimate of the one-way delays given the one-way measurements. In the sequel we show how to exploit the one-way measurements to obtain the necessary constraints on the one-way delays and derive the number of independent constraints that can be obtained. These constraints are used in the optimization problems that we explore. For these problems, we define objective functions that when optimized, provide the "best" estimate for the one-way delays.
In this paper, we investigate two different objective functions. The first objective function is very intuitive and is based on the least square error (LSE) principle. According to this principle, the solution that is sought for is the one that minimizes the square error. The second objective function is based on the maximum entropy (ME) principle. According to this principle, the solution that is sought for is the one that maximizes the entropy. Note that the definition of entropy requires an underlying probability space. One of the contributions of this paper is the introduction of a method to induce probabilities upon network links that are relative to the delays over these links. The objective function based on the ME principle lends itself to relatively simple computations and results in a better one-way delay estimation for most cases checked.
Both objective functions provide estimates of the fixed part (i.e., propagation) of the one-way delay. For the estimation of the variable delay one can use the same optimization methodology and common techniques that are available for the estimation of the distribution parameters. The solutions that are provided are easy to implement using standard probe packets among nodes (e.g., NTP, Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)). Extensive numerical experiments demonstrate that both schemes considerably outperform the traditional round-trip delay halving.
Due to the importance of measuring one-way delays, an extensive literature exists on their estimation based on other types of measurements. For example, [11] describes a related approach that uses end-to-end multicast packets for estimating internal links delays. This approach requires clock synchronization at the measurement hosts, preferably via GPS. The most common approach is to halve round-trip delays to estimate one-way delays ( [5] , [9] , [10] ). The accuracy of the halving approach is highly dependent on the path symmetry in the network. However, as previously explained, the traffic on a bi-directional path is often asymmetric, [1] , [2] . In [12] , it was suggested to estimate internal networks delays based on end-to-end delay measurements by solving a set of linear equations, assuming that either routing is symmetric (use round-trip measurements) or clocks are synchronized (use one-way measurements). Recently, [13] combined results similar to [12] with a measurement apparatus based on attaching a centralized measurement host and the set of border routers with dedicated asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) or multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) low-delay tunnels. This yields a system that can conduct end-to-end measurements from the same host at the expense of such tunnels (maybe impossible in non service provider networks). This requirement is similar to a full synchronization at the endpoints and as a special case of the cyclic path measurement of [14] . In contrast to [13] and [14] , this paper uses standard node-to-node measurement packets and does not rely on any clock synchronization at the nodes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the underlying model used throughout the paper including the network topology and the delay models. Section III describes the measurements that are needed to be conducted in the network that are used in the estimation procedures. Section IV describes the estimation procedures for estimating the propagation delay. Section V describes the estimation of the variable part of the delay. The quality of the proposed estimation is assessed in Section VI where numerical examples are provided.
II. THE MODEL
In this section, we introduce the network model that is used throughout the paper. We split the description into two aspects: topology and delay.
A. Network Topology Model
Naturally, not all network elements are interested in or capable to participate in the one-way delay estimation procedure. We will focus throughout this paper on an overlay network which consists of the components that do participate in the one-way measurements. The participating components will be called nodes. Let denote this set of nodes, be the number of nodes, and denote a specific node. We define a directed link between two nodes as the directed route between the two nodes that does not contain any other node in . The directed link connecting nodes and will be denoted by and the collection of links by . Note that since this is an overlay network, each link can be composed of several physical segments. We assume that all links are bi-directional, namely, if , then , with denoting the number of links. We will not assume that the two links are symmetric so they can be composed of different physical links and/or can have different capacities.
We will denote by the set of nodes which are node 's neighbors in the underlying network.
Since the nodes in the network are not synchronized, let us denote the clock offsets of node 's clock with respect to a "Universal Time" by . By we will denote the relative offset of node 's clock with respect to node 's clock, i.e., . Clearly, . Special care should be given to network environments where clock drifts are present. The problem of frequency synchronization has been studied in the literature. Therefore, throughout this study we will assume that skew errors were removed from all measurements conducted between neighboring nodes, using any one of the techniques suggested in [15] - [18] . Note that all these techniques are based on one-way delay measurements which are compliant with our scheme. Previous delay estimation works such as [1] and [19] also made similar assumptions.
B. Delay Model
A common approach is to divide the delay into two basic components, deterministic and stochastic: The deterministic component can be further divided into two factors: i) Transmission delay-the time needed to transmit the packet by each physical node along the path. ii) Propagation delay-the time a bit propagates along the link. Since all measurement packets have the same format and size, and since the physical links comprising a link do not change, we assume that the deterministic part of the delay on each link is constant for all packets traveling the link. Note, though, that due to the asymmetric characteristics of the two directions of links, we do not assume that the constant parts of the delays along the two directions of a link are the same.
The other component comprising the link delay is the stochastic component which is usually associated with the queueing delay. This part may vary from packet to packet even when the packets have the same size and format.
Let us denote by the one-way delay on the link from node to node , and by and its constant and variable parts, respectively, . The distribution function and the density function of the two random delays will be denoted by , and , , respectively.
III. THE MEASUREMENTS
Extensive literature exists on how to conduct network measurements. Most employed schemes are based on an active measurement systems that measure round-trip and one-way delays over various Internet paths [1] , [19] - [21] . While systems such as NTP use periodic trigger of measurement probes, all active systems quoted above schedule measurements at Poisson intervals. Some passive measurement systems can also measure packet delays, for example, the passive monitoring technique suggested in [22] , [23] . Our scheme can easily use measurements results of both passive and active measurements systems. Moreover, since our scheme does not rely on clock synchronization and only requires time stamp exchange between the participating entities, the employed active or passive measurement architecture can be deployed over a non-GPS based infrastructure.
Since our scheme can use many measurement systems we only specify the basic measurement requirements. The measurements should be one-way measurements conducted between each pair of neighbors. We will assume that each node is repeatedly sending probe packets (at Poisson or periodic times) to each one of its neighbors during the measurement time interval. Two time stamps will be extracted from each such probe packet , the transmission time by the sender to the receiver which will be denoted by , and the receiving time by the receiver which will be denoted by . Thus, each packet sent from node to node contributes two time stamps:
and . Note that these time stamps are part of the standard NTP packet [5] , so NTP messages can be used for our measurements.
We intend to estimate one-way delays by looking at the most recent measurement packets. For the link from node to node , let be the one-way delay experienced by probe packet . Let us also denote by the time difference between the transmission of probe packet by node , according to node clock, and the arriving time of the packet at node according to its own clock i.e.,
Note that the two times are taken using different clocks that are not necessarily synchronized, hence, the computed time is not the one-way delay but rather the sum of the one-way delay experienced by probe packet while traveling from node to node and the time difference between the two clocks, i.e.,
Note that can be positive or negative. An important observation is that the sum for arbitrary and represents the round-trip delay of a virtual packet that had it been sent as packet from to and returned from to as packet . This follows from
In other words, the clock offsets between the neighbors do not affect the latter expression. The same statement holds for any cyclic-path, i.e., if is an arbitrary cyclic-path, then the sum represents the cyclic-path delay of a virtual packet had it been sent along the path.
IV. CONSTANT DELAY ESTIMATION
In Section II-B, we divided the one-way delay into two basic components, constant and variable. In this section we present the estimation procedures for the constant delay component.
A. From One-Way Measurements to Delay ConstraintsMethodology
Estimation of the one-way delay from node to node poses the problem that the two time stamps and are based on two different local clocks which are not synchronized. In this subsection, we propose a method for estimating the one-way constant delay for each directed link, based on the sum of single hop one-way measurements along various cyclic paths. The main idea that is further elaborated below is that the sum of one-way measurements along a cyclic path eliminates the clock offsets from the measurements. This motivates us to identify as many independent cyclic paths as possible. Each such path yields a delay measurement that does not have any offset issues and it constrains the one-way delays along the path to equal a specific value. We need to construct as many independent cyclic paths as possible, i.e., as many independent constraints as possible. In order to extract the constant delay along the independent cyclic paths we have to separate each constraint into the two components comprising the delay: the constant and the variable delays.
In a network which is not permanently overloaded, one can expect that from time to time a packet transmitted over each link will experience no (or nearly no) queueing delay. Looking at the last packets which traversed the link from node to node , the packet with the smallest entry is the packet that experienced the smallest delay and, hence, it is the packet that experienced the smallest variable delay. Let us denote the quantities related to the packet with minimum delay with the superscript "
," i.e., . Since we expect that on each link at least one packet among all will experience negligible variable delay, it is clear that the minimum value obtained by summing up the one-way measurements along a cyclic path is the constant delay along this path. This minimum value is the sum of the 's along the cyclic path, i.e., Note that each directed link is measured separately to obtain and only then applying the sum over all the minimum delays.
Note that a different approach could be to send a series of probe packets along predefined cyclic paths and select the one that experienced the minimum cyclic-path delay, as suggested by [14] . However, there are two major drawbacks to such a scheme. First, we have to use nonstandard source routing messages, or a special algorithm in order to implement such a scheme. Second, our procedure is much more likely to yield the minimum constant cyclic-path delay or at least a tighter bound on it since Note that the latter observation is valid even for the single-hop round-trip delay measurements, i.e., it is better to find a minimum delay in each direction separately than to look for the packet exchange that experienced the minimum round-trip delay (as performed by NTP), or formally For each link , let be the estimate of . We formulate the estimation problem as a constrained optimization problem. The variables are (similarly, the estimates are ) and the constraints are the cyclic-path delays computed from the one-way measurements and the nonnegativity of the variables . To formally define these constraints, assume that we identify cyclic paths for which we compute the delays. Let if link appears along the th cyclic path and otherwise. Let be the computation of the minimum delay obtained for the th cyclic path. The delay constraints are given by (1) where is a matrix whose elements are and is a vector whose elements are . Note that each constraint is essentially a linear equation that contains part of or all of the unknowns .
B. Constraints Characteristics
An interesting and important question is how many independent cyclic paths exist that yield independent constraints (equations). If the number of independent constraints were the same as the number of unknown one-way delays , then the one-way delays could have been computed exactly from the set of equations . However, in Theorem 1 we show that, in an -node connected network, the maximal number of independent delay constraints (equations) that can be obtained from the computations of the cyclic-path delays (based on the one-way measurements) is smaller than the number of links by .
Theorem 1:
The maximal number of independent delay constraints (equations) obtained from the cyclic-path delay computations in an -node connected network is .
Theorem 1 is based on the result known as Euler's formula for graphs [24] . According to Euler's formula for graphs: if is a connected undirected graph, then no. of independent circuits no. of edges no. of vertices . This result was extended for the number of independent circuits in strongly connected directed graphs [25] . The dimension of the cycle basis or the maximal number of linearly independent circuits is known in graph theory as the cyclomatic number.
Theorem 1 implies directly that in an -node connected network , by using a correct choice of links and cyclic paths whose delays are computed from the one-way measurements, we can represent the one-way delays of all the links.
Next, we construct the cycle basis, i.e., select the independent cyclic paths (see the algorithm for the undirected in graph [26] ). First, we choose a spanning tree . Using each link we construct a cycle by connecting its two end nodes and via the unique path in . This cycle completion is possible since all links are bi-directional. Note that this algorithm allows us to construct a first set of only cycles. In addition, we take a second set of round trips along each edge of the spanning tree to conclude with a total of independent cyclic paths. The set is independent since any cycle of the first set contains a link which is exclusive to that cycle. Each cycle from the second set does not contain any of the first set of exclusive links, and hence is independent from the first set. In addition, all cycles of the second set are mutually exclusive (each cycle comprises two exclusive links) hence they are also independent.
Let us denote each of the chosen independent cyclic paths by and the set of all the paths by . The variables to be determined in the independent constraints are the one-way delays . An additional constraint is the nonnegativity of the variables . Let set define all the values of with that comply with the constraints in (1). Clearly, this set is convex. Note that if any further information is available about the , it can be incorporated as additional constraints in the definition of . Now that we have established the constraints upon the constant delay estimation process and the feasible region upon these constraints, we have to determine which solution out of all feasible ones that comply with the constraints should be picked as the one-way constant delays.
C. The Optimization Problem
Since the one-way measurements do not contain enough information for obtaining the real delay values, no matter how many measurements are taken, there is no scheme that can uniquely determine the delays. Our approach is to pose the problem as a constrained optimization problem. The constraints were defined in Section IV-A. In order to complete the optimization problem setup we have to specify the objective function. The objective function will also help in assessing the quality of the one-way constant delay estimates.
In the sequel, we investigate two objective functions. The first which is very intuitive is based on the LSE principle. The second is based on the ME principle.
1) Least Square Error (LSE):
Let us re-examine the domain which defines all the values of with that comply with the equality constraints (see (1) ). Obviously, any point in the established domain can be the "true" constant one-way delays; hence, it seems self-evident to pick the constant one-way delay which lies in and yields the LSE, or to solve the following:
under the constraints (3) where are constants. Proof: According to Theorem 1, in the -node connected network , there are links (their delays are our variables), and only independent cyclic paths (which are the set of independent equations). Clearly, each one-way constant delay can be presented as a linear combination of the chosen independent one-way constant delays where are integers and are constants. We take our estimates to have the same form, i.e., Now let us concentrate on one element in the sum of the target function, namely, let us develop Using the last result and summing over all links yields (3) . From this derivation it is also clear that for all .
An example of Theorem 2 is the target function of the fully connected network for which and . In order to complete the analysis, we still have to find which according to Theorem 2 is of the form Let us partially differentiate the above with respect to each variable , equate it to zero, and use the fact that to obtain A possible solution is or (4) Note that this solution is unique due to the convexity of . It is interesting to see that the best estimate is some kind of averaging of over which further supports our intuition that the LSE is a good choice for the objective function.
2) Maximum Entropy (ME):
In this subsection we suggest a different objective function for estimating the one-way constant delay that is based on the ME principle. To that end, we first need to develop the underlying probabilistic foundation for proper use of the entropy notion. We achieve this by using a novel concept of delay-induced link probabilities as described in the sequel.
D. Probabilistic Interpretation
Let us examine the following conceptual experiment: Suppose that there is a special packet which is hopping throughout the network. This packet does not follow a predefined route but each time it finishes traversing a link it randomly picks a network-wide link with equal probability out of all the network directional links and transmit the packet on this link. Note that the experiment is conceptual, hence, when the packet arrives to a node over one of its incoming links it does not necessarily leave on one of the outgoing links as described in Fig. 2(a) . Also note that since we randomly pick each link with equal probability among all links in the network, in the long run, the packet will traverse each link the same number of times. However, the time spent by the packet each time it travels over a link depends on its delay. Our goal is to estimate the probabilities of finding the packet on each directional link.
Formally, we are trying to estimate the components of a vector whose components are the probabilities of finding the packet on each link . Each component can be assigned only positive values . The sum of all probabilities should equal one . If we have no additional knowledge regarding the probabilities (e.g., no link delay information is known), the most reasonable probability assignment would be , i.e., the probability of finding the packet on each link is the same. Now suppose that we do know the probability of finding the packet along one of the links comprising several predefined cyclic paths. For example, assume that in Fig. 2(b) the probability of finding the packet along one of the links comprising the path denoted by is and the probability of finding the packet along one of the links comprising paths is and , respectively, i.e., packet is on one of the links comprising ; packet is on one of the links comprising ; packet is on one of the links comprising ; packet is on one of the links comprising . What should be the probabilities of finding the packet on each directional link given the additional knowledge? The modified probability assignment should satisfy the given data where denotes a cyclic path in the set of cyclic paths where we know the probability of finding the packet along each one of them. Re-examining the conceptual experiment described above, it seems that the ME principle should be a good choice for estimating the probability of finding the virtual packet along each link. Evidently, entropy is the most natural function to measure the lack of knowledge about a certain system which makes it the most suitable function to find the desired probabilities in the proposed conceptual experiment [27] - [30] . Quoting E. T. Jaynes: "Information theory provides a constructive criterion for setting up probability distribution on the basis of partial knowledge, and leads to a type of statistical inference which is called maximum-entropy. It is the least biased estimate possible on the given information." Consequently, the determination of the probabilities follows the solution of the maximal entropy under the above constraints. Formally, we have to find the probability assignment which satisfies the conditions that is positive and satisfies the cyclic path probability constraints and maximizes the information theory entropy (5)
E. Reduction From Conceptual Experiment to One-Way Delay Estimation
We now explain the relation between the conceptual experiment suggested in Section IV-D and the problem of estimation of the constant one-way delays. To that end, let us examine the probability of finding the packet on each link (in the experiment). Clearly, if the only delay experienced by the packet is the constant delay, the probability of finding the packet along a specific link is proportional to the link delay. For example, assume that the delay along link is twice the delay along link . In the long run, the number of times the packet will traverse both links is the same; this means that the packet will spend twice as much time on link than on link . Consequently, the probability of finding the packet on link is twice the probability of finding the packet on link . Applying the same for all links and that all probabilities sum up to one, we get where is the constant delay along link . We return to our original goal of determining the constant delays. It is easy to see that
The reason is that when summing over the two directions of any two neighboring nodes and , the clock offset between the nodes is added once and subtracted once. Let . The probability sums along the selected cyclic paths can be also easily determined based on the same probe packets that experienced the minimum delay over each directed link (Section IV-A)
In the constant one-way delay estimation problem we also require that the delay variable takes only positive values and complies with the cyclic path-delay measurements. As can be seen, the problem of estimating the one-way constant delays is the same as estimating the probability distribution of finding the packet in the suggested experiment traveling along each link. Hence the principle of ME can be exploited.
The reduction from conceptual experiment to one-way delay estimation can be summarized as Consequently, the optimization problem at hand is as follows.
Maximize the information-theoretical entropy (6) subject to the constraints (7) and (8) To maximize (6) subject to the constraints (7) and (8) we employ the method of Lagrange multipliers. The relevant steps are briefly outlined in the following.
The Lagrangian will take the form The Lagrange multiplier is determined by substituting (11) into (7) (12) If we now define a partition function as (13) then (12) reduces to (14) The rest of the Lagrange multipliers are determined by substituting (11) and (14) in (8) producing (15) a set of equations for unknowns. In order to solve the set of equations and determine , one can use one of many iterative methods [31] , [32] .
Note that in wire-line networks, where the physical routes between neighboring nodes do not change frequently, the deterministic part of the delay does not change often and the algorithm can be run only sporadically. Therefore, in such a case, the convergence rate is of secondary importance. Also note that in both wire-line and wireless networks if delays are not drastically changed over short times, subsequent runs of the algorithms converge much faster and the next run starts using the delay values of the previous run.
After solving the set of Lagrange multipliers, the probabilities are (16) and therefore the one-way constant delays are given by (17) 
V. VARIABLE DELAY ESTIMATION
The estimation of the one-way variable delay on link should be based on measurements taken by the probe packets exchanged between the neighboring nodes and . Each measurement is made up of the delay experienced by probe packet and the clock offset between the two nodes,
. Recall that the one-way delay can be separated into constant and variable delays, i.e., . Since we assume that the clock offset is constant (clock drifts are removed), we can unite the two constant parts (clock offset and constant delay) into one that will be denoted by where . The random variable, which represents the variable one-way delay, has hence the distribution of the set of measurements shifted by the constant , and its probability density function is , where we have denoted by the probability density function of the measurements.
Several schemes can be used for estimating which distribution best describes the filtered measurement [33] , [34] ; other works relate to the problem of modeling variable delays [19] . In this work, for completeness of the model in the numerical results section, we assume that the variable delay distribution type is a Gamma distribution as suggested by [1] , [35] , i.e., and we use the maximum-likelihood method in order to estimate the parameters [36] from our measurements .
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to illustrate the quality of the delay estimation attained using the suggested algorithm, we apply it to several sample networks with different size topologies and a variety of link delays characteristics.
We divide the validation section into three different parts. We start by presenting the network topology setup. In the second part, we present the results of estimating the propagation link delay. In the third part, we evaluate the performance of the combined estimation of both the propagation delay (Section IV-C1 and C2) as well as the queueing delay (Section V).
A. Simulation Models
In order to evaluate the one-way delay estimation schemes presented in Sections IV and V, we first need to construct the network topology setup based on the existing extensive literature of modeling network topologies.
As explained in Section II-A, we focused throughout the paper on an overlay network that consists of the components that participate in the round-trip delay measurements. The network topology we choose to implement is based on the random graph model of [37] . Other parameters besides connectivity such as the delay parameters, clock offsets, etc., were chosen based on the literature.
We model all delays as described by a shifted exponential distribution, which is a special case of the gamma distribution. The suggested schemes were evaluated over a wide variety of parameters (shift as well as exponential parameters), for each run we will specify the relevant parameters.
As can be seen in the analytic part of the paper, our one-way delay estimations are totally unaffected by clocks' offset values. However, for completeness we randomly chose the offsets to vary with a uniform distribution between and which is based on [38] .
B. Propagation Link Delay
We return to the three-node example presented in Section I. The measured delays were: , , , , and , . Recall that based only on single-link round-trip delays, and on halving the measured round-trip delays on each link, results in nonfeasible delay estimates. On the other hand, the estimated delays according to both the LSE and the ME are: 
and
, which is also intuitive since it does not favor any link over the other links. Note, however, that this is not the only feasible solution. According to the given measurements , , and , , is also a feasible solution. Next we examine the estimation of the propagation delay, based on the LSE and ME principles suggested in sections Section IV-C1 and C2, respectively. We apply our scheme to the five-node network shown in Fig. 3 . Since, in this part, we are interested in evaluating only the propagation delay estimation, we assume that at least one packet experiences no queueing delay on each link, i.e., on each link is the propagation delay plus the relative clock offset between the two nodes in the two ends of the link. The propagation delay on each link is chosen for each direction separately based on a normal distribution where the mean and variance are uniformly selected between to and between and , respectively ( and ). We run our scheme 100 times on the network where the mean and variance were randomly selected once, prior to the first run.
In order to evaluate our results, we compare them with a reference scheme. According to this scheme, denoted by "H" for halving, we take into account only round-trip delays hence the propagation delay of each link is computed simply by halving the minimum round-trip delay attained on the link by one or two different packets, i.e., The halving scheme is based on NTP [5] and on [9] , [10] that halves the minimum round-trip delay attained on a link. Note that a scheme that synchronizes the clocks in the network using NTP and then measures the delays will be less accurate than the halving scheme since NTP is an hierarchical scheme meant for synchronizing clocks with respect to a specific clock, the reference time node, hence, the farther the nodes are from the reference node the less accurate their clocks are with respect to it and therefore with respect to each other. Fig. 4 shows the results of the 100 runs over a variety of selected links. The axis in each graph presents the fraction of runs where the propagation delay difference between the estimated value and the real propagation delay is not greater than the value described in the axis. Fig. 4 demonstrates significant improvement in terms of the delay estimation of both the "LSE" and "ME" schemes over the halving scheme. For example, in link 7, the estimated link propagation delay never exceed and time units in 100 runs for the LSE and ME, respectively, whereas for the halving scheme the maximum delay error is . Symmetric or nearly symmetric delay mean and variance such as in links 5,6 and 11,12 make the halving scheme the natural choice for estimating the one-way link delay. It is important to note that the delay estimation on such links by LSE and ME does not fall much behind the halving scheme. On the other hand, on asymmetric links, the LSE and ME schemes significantly outperforms the halving scheme. Our schemes can be extended to handle nonconstant delays. For example, when the minimum delay attained on each link behaves according to a known distribution type, we may want to estimate some of the relevant parameters. In such cases, both the Maximum Entropy as well as the Least Square Error can be used by computing each link propagation delay over time and use common parameter estimation techniques [39] .
We ran the same simulation as before, 100 times over the fivrnode 16-link network where the delay at each link has normal distribution. We estimated the distribution based on the mean and variance. We compared the results of the LSE and ME with the halving technique. Fig. 5 shows that the estimates obtained by the LSE and ME are much better than those obtained by the halving scheme. We added to each graph in this figure the I-divergence distance [33] , which measures the difference between the estimated and true distribution. It is interesting to note the results of link 5, which was forced to be symmetric, i.e., to have the same mean and variance as link 6. The halving scheme is naturally the best for symmetric links. However, the difference between the two schemes is not very big. For link 5, the I-divergence distance is and from the link delay to the estimation based on halving and both LSE and ME, respectively. On the other hand, in links that are not symmetric, the improvement of LSE and ME over the halving scheme is very significant. For instance, for link 1 the I-divergence distance is and from the link delay halving, LSE and ME, respectively. Again, ME outperforms the LSE scheme.
As previously explained, the halving scheme performs well on symmetric links. Next we explore the correlation between the number of asymmetric links in the network and the performance of the suggested schemes. We ran the three schemes on the eight-node 34-link network depicted in Fig. 6 . We varied the number of asymmetric links, starting with no asymmetric link (all 17 bidirectional links symmetric), continuing with one asymmetric link and 16 symmetric links and consequently continuing by changing each time two more symmetric links to asymmetric links until all 17 bidirectional links were asymmetric.
Based on [1] , [35] , we modeled the total delay by a shifted Erlang distribution (which is a special case of the gamma distribution in the case that one of the parameters takes only integer values). The shift parameter (propagation delay) of each link is chosen based on uniform distribution . The Erlang parameters and were randomly selected between to and between to , respectively. On each link, eight probe packets are used as suggested by NTP and were measured based on these packets. Each network setup was ran 20 times where each time the symmetric links and all parameters were randomly selected. Note that on the symmetric links, only the propagation delay was selected to be the same and the queueing delays were randomly selected, separately for each link. Also note that on the asymmetric links, the propagation delay was chosen such that there was at least two time units difference between the two link directions (this insures that asymmetric links are indeed asymmetric). In order to better understand the effect of symmetry we ran the setup without queueing delay (Fig. 7) and with queueing delay (Fig. 8) . Note that without queueing delay, the halving scheme performs perfectly for the symmetric links. From the respective figures we observe that as long as the number of asymmetric links is small, the halving scheme is indeed better. Yet, when the number of asymmetric links increase (beyond three (five) without (with) queueing delay), the estimation error of the propagation delay is smaller with the ME scheme compared to the halving scheme. We also observe that the ME scheme outperforms the LSE scheme for any number of asymmetric links and the LSE scheme is better than the halving scheme beyond nine asymmetric links.
To complete this part of the numerical results we run the ME over a larger network described in Fig. 9 and compare the results with the halving scheme. In Fig. 10 , we demonstrate the difference between the measured minimum delay and the estimated minimum delay. In the graph, the -axis denotes the link ID and the -axis is the difference between the minimum delay experienced on the link minus the estimated minimum delay. Fig. 10 clearly depicts that the ME scheme that bases its estimation on more than one path traversing each link is much less dispersed than the halving scheme. In order to emphasize the difference, we add to each graph the standard deviation-. Note that the region between the and the in the halving scheme is much wider than the one in the ME scheme.
Next, we operated the ME and halving schemes over the 20-nodes 102-link network described in Fig. 9 100 times, where each time we chose parameters randomly. Based on the results, we draw the distribution of the difference between the estimated propagation delay and the minimum delay measured on the link. In Fig. 11 , the -axis presents the fraction of links that their estimated propagation delay difference with respect to the minimum delay obtained on the link is not greater than the time depicted by the -axis value. Fig. 11 clearly demonstrates the significant improvement of the use of the ME over the halving scheme. For example, 70% of the links have their estimated delay less than two time units from the propagation delay when using the ME compared to only 45% of the links in the halving scheme.
Finally, we run the halving and the ME for a series of topologies with different number of nodes (2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40 , and 60 nodes) and depict the average absolute difference between the estimated and the actual propagation delays in Fig. 12 . It is clear from this figure that the halving scheme is not influenced by the size of the network. ME yields the same quality estimates as halving (two-node two-link network). However, its quality improves as the size of the network increases. Obviously, the marginal gain becomes smaller and smaller; we do not expect it to become zero even when the network is very big (since the number of constraints (cycles) always fall behind the number of links by ).
C. One-Way Link Delay
The third part of our numerical results is dedicated to evaluating the performance of the combined schemes that estimate the propagation delay as well as the queueing delay.
In order to evaluate the quality of total delay estimation attained using the suggested algorithm, we applied it to two networks of different sizes.
As before, the delays are assumed to be distributed according to a shifted exponential distribution. The propagation delay on each link was chosen for each direction separately based on uniform distribution . The queueing delay of each directed link was sampled from an exponential distribution with a mean that was randomly selected between and (uniformly). The clock offset with respect to the "reference time node" is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between and based on [38] . For each link, 30 probe packets are transmitted and the estimation of both the constant delay and the variable delay is based on these packets.
We start with the simple example of a three-node network depicted in Fig. 13 . In order to evaluate our scheme, we compare it to a scheme which estimates the propagation delay on each directional link by halving the minimum round-trip delay obtained by any packet exchange on the bidirectional link (the same as halving in the first part). The variable delay according to this scheme is obtained by measuring the average round-trip delay experienced by the 30 packets, and halving the obtained average. Note that by relying on round-trip delay measurements, we eliminate the clock offset from the measurements. We denote this scheme as halving. The propagation delay according to our scheme was estimated only according to the maximum entropy scheme. Fig. 14 shows the total delay density function of the six one-way links obtained by our scheme and the halving scheme, compared to the real one-way link delay density function. Note that the point in which each graph starts (the minimum -axis value obtained by the graph, which is marked) is the constant delay part. Fig. 14 clearly depicts a significant improvement of the total delay estimation using the suggested scheme over the common halving technique, even in the simple case of a three node network.
As a second example, consider the ten-node network with directional links depicted in Fig. 15 . Fig. 16 presents the total delay (constant variable) density function of six selected links.
As with the previous example, it can be seen clearly that the estimation resulting from our suggested scheme is much better both for estimating the constant delay and for estimating the variable delay.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE
Besides the encouraging results obtained by our scheme, which are demonstrated in Section VI, another advantage of our algorithm is the ability to implement it on existing networks without modifications. Unlike previous schemes that require mechanisms that are not commonly supported in current IP networks such as multicast [11] or source routing [14] , the suggested scheme can be implemented as is in IP networks. In this section, we describe an implementation example of the suggested scheme in a Cisco router based network.
The implementation example is based on the Cisco Service Assurance Agents (SAA), which provide a variety of service monitoring information including time-delay reporting [40] . SAA is part of every Cisco device equipped with IOS version 12.0 and above. Each participating SAA will monitor and filter the minimum one-way delay to each of its neighboring routers. Note that each router knows its neighbors and therefore can conduct the measurements only with neighboring routers, hence no source routing is needed. The data gathered by all the SAAs is collected by a management station using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) (Fig. 17) . The management station computes the cyclic paths and calculates the constraints from the collected data, as explained in Section III and estimates the delays on each link according to the schemes suggested in Sections IV and V.
VIII. DISCUSSION
This study focuses on the essential problem of achieving accurate one-way link delay estimates in an unsynchronized network. We introduce a novel approach for estimating the constant and the variable parts of the one-way delays. The new approach for estimating the constant one-way delay is based on one-way single-hop measurements based on standard ICMP of NTP probes and exploiting the global objective function optimization principle. The variable one-way delay estimation is based on measuring and analyzing the link between neighboring nodes. We proposed two objective functions.The natural choice of LSE and the better ME scheme make a major improvement over the standard halving.
The suggested schemes are easy to implement and can be incorporated in current Internet standards (e.g., using NTP or ICMP probe messages). Numerical results show that our approach works well and substantially outperforms other known schemes. Good delay estimation can be achieved even in a small network, for example, an overlay network that consists only of a small fraction of nodes.
